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● CBA offer innovative experiences for testing knowledge and skills performance 
which are not feasible in traditional paper-based assessments (PBA)

● Prestigious INSTITUTIONS are consolidating CBA for large-scale assessments 
(PISA, TIMMS, etc)

● TEACHERS are rarely adopting CBA for summative purposes in regular SCHOOLS
● Sooner than later current STUDENTS will have to sit high-stakes CBA tests
● Systematic differences in training and assessment practices might affect the 

validity of CBA tests
● Lack of similar studies

Motivation of this Work

A. OVERALL EFFECT OF TESTING MODE (CBA vs PBA)

B. TESTING MODE and GENDER

Preliminary Results

● To identify key enhancers and inhibitors of adopting technology to assess 
students

● To investigate testing effects associated to the adoption of CBA to substitute 
PBA tests in primary and secondary schools from different perspectives:
○ Goals: Diagnostic, Formative and Summative
○ Comparisons of outcomes (grades)

■ by mode of testing and ..
● by disciplines
● by gender
● by preferences for STEM and bilingualism oportunities

○ Propose guidelines to support new adopters to successful deploy of CBA in 
regular schools

Thesis Objectives

Methodology

● 2017-2018: Literature review in the areas conveying in the solution
● 2017-2018: Defining the key research questions
● 2017-2018: Identification of a pilot case study → Data Collection
● 2017-2018: Statistical analysis
● 2018-2019: Contrast of results against other published studies
● 2019-2020: Confirmatory statistical analysis in other datasets
● 2020-2020: Final Validation
● 2020-2021: PhD document preparation

Research Plan (Timeline)

● Testing effect
● Comparability of grades
● Statistical methods

Literature Review
● Secondary school administering CBA 

whole-course tests in some science 
disciplines of grades 9th and 10th

● Data collection and cleaning

Identification of a Case Study

●Marking framework and policies
●Grade inflation
●Marker’s bias

Some Drawbacks

● To mitigate potential bias towards severe or lenient marking and by the 
inflation of scores in high-stakes tests the raw EOC grades were transformed 
into percentiles scores before applying statistical analysis. Comparisons among 
percentiles ranks provide a fairer and a more reliable environment to draw valid 
conclusions.

● Testing mode seems not to be causing significant differences in grades earned 
through paper-based and computerized tests

● Contrary to other research findings:
○ females perform better in CBA than in PBA disciplines
○ females perform better than males in science disciplines no matter the testing 

mode in use

Discussions
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Research Question
Are End-of-Course (EoC) grades awarded in 

science disciplines administering CBA 
significantly different

from those administering PBA?

●Marker’s Leniency
●Are comparable?
●Lack of similar studies

Findings
● A. There is not test mode effect in EOC grades of science disciplines W = 19387, p-value =  0.49
● B. Females and males perform similarly in both test modes

● Wilcoxon rank sum 
test

● Kruskal-Wallis (KW)


